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Adapted Toys
UCP01808

Adapted Boom box

This boom box features a CD player, a
cassette player and recorder, AM-FM radio
with 30 station pre-sets, a Mega bass sound
system, and audio-in for connecting smart
phones and MP3 players. Activate your
switch once to turn ON the radio, tape or CD
player, activate it a second time to turn the
selected function OFF.

UCP00308

Curious George jack in-the-box

Activate a capability switch and George pops
out and a fun tune plays. A terrific cause and
effect experience.

UCP01810

Learn and Dance Zoo

There are four brightly colored buttons: one
set on top of trees and another set of larger
buttons placed low for easier access. These
buttons introduce new animal friends
through short, playful songs. A simple touch
will activate an engaging animal adventure!

UCP00302

Switch Adapted Talking Olaf
From Frozen

Switch adapted for use with capability switch
for those with physical limitations. Says a
number of phrases. Head detaches, and says
different phrases when turned different
directions. Great toy for promoting cause and
effect. When you push his nose, his eyes
cross and Olaf will start to tell you a joke,
push his nose in again to hear the hysterical
punch line.

UCP00376

Switch Adapted Dancing Dave
Minion

Switch adapted for use with capability
switch. 8" tall molded plastic body, moves
eyes & feet, interacts with music and sounds.
Original Toy activation also maintained, try
me mode used for switch adaption.
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UCP01812

St Bernard Puppy

Bow wow! Take your St. Bernard Puppy for
a walk. He moves and wags his tail while
barking. He is a wonderful pet to have, so
soft and cuddly, and he helps to increase
directionality skills.

Communication Devices
UCP01813

Speak a Need

This five level communicator allows the
recording of five different categories of
needs (food, bathing & health needs). Once a
category is chosen, pushing the red button
sequences through a list of items (up to ten
items) within that category. Once an item is
chosen, pushing the yellow button expresses
in detail the specific need.

UCP01814

Big Talk

Simply communicate! Record a message,
song or joke.
• 20 seconds of recording time
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Easy single message recording
• Comes with a free plastic cover

UCP01815

Big talk (yellow)

Simply communicate! Record a message,
song or joke.
• 20 seconds of recording time
• Can be activated by an external switch
• Output for activating other devices
• Easy single message recording
• Comes with a free plastic cover

UCP01817

4-level Communication Builder

This Communication Builder is equipped
with 5 easy to change frames, which allows
you to refine communication choices as the
person develops new skills. Record your own
messages with a simple push of a button.
Maximum message length is 4 seconds.
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Sensory
UCP01818

Starry Night

Six soothing sounds! Activate your switch
and relax to your favorite calming sound
while watching the stars projected on your
ceiling. Sounds include birds, brooks,
rainforest, ocean waves, and rain which help
to develop listening skills. Light and sound
can be used separately or together.

UCP00291

Squash-It Auditory Fidgets

Hourglass fidget filled with non-toxic gel
fluid. Squeezing or pressing down on one
side sends the fluid through the narrow
middle channel to the other side. Manual, no
switch. Can be used to increase strength in
digits/wrists, to encourage crossing mid-line
or even be used with feet!

UCP00353

Fubbles Fun

Bubble blaster! Fun motorized Bubble
Machine that blows tons of bubbles. The
moving wands blow hundreds of continuous
bubbles. Great for developing visual
tracking.

UCP01821

Ocean Wave Light Projector

unknown

Textured Tunes

Projector Soothing! Our Wave Projector
Light has 12 LEDs which cycle between red,
blue, green and multicolor transforming your
sensory room into a peaceful oasis. Built-in
speaker is iPod and MP3 compatible.
A fantastic sensory experience!
With stimulating textures and bold, vibrant
colors, the interchangeable balls are perfect
for hands-on sensory exploration. We’ve
added bead chains, multi-colored blinking
lights, six upbeat tunes, and vibration. A
Lazy Susan base provides easy access to all.
Just swipe at the ball and the fun begins.

UCP01826

Mini Popper

Press anywhere and enjoy music, bouncing
balls, vibration and lights. Great for
increasing visual attention, tactile awareness
and auditory development. Can activate with
your favorite switch.
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UCP01827

Visually and Hearing Impaired
Activity Center

UCP00369

Desktop Busy Box

Provides hours of somatosensory
stimulation! This activity center is speciallydesigned to introduce individuals who cannot
see or hear, to the world of play. Includes a
spinning soft cloth, a vibrating plate and a
fan.

Spin the busy box and discover different
tactile experiences along with multi-colored
lights, a mirror, music, and vibration. When
you press the red plate, your pre-recorded
message plays with 10 seconds of recording
time.
UCP01830

Bladeless Fan

No moving parts! We’ve adapted this unique
fan and set it in a sturdy base. Fan has
continuously changing LED lights and no
visible fan blade making it safe for curious
children. Works both with and without a
switch.

UCP01831

Shimmering Dome

Beautiful color patterns! Activate the black
frame of the dome and hear music while
watching the beautiful multi-colored light
show (music plays for 20 seconds). The color
patterns are mesmerizing. Great for
increasing visual attention and color
recognition.

UCP01832

Fiber Flash Lamp

Now with music! We have added music to
our attention getting Fiber Flash
Lamp. Everyone will be delighted to get
sensory input from this combination when
they activate their capability switch. Lamp
increases visual attention and listening
skills.
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UCP01833

Twinkles to Go Octo

Projects magical light! This fun night light
projects a fun pattern of stars and fish.
Choose between two light colors: green or
blue. We’ve adapted the light in two ways:
activate one switch and it turns the light on
or off; activate the second switch to choose
your color pattern. Light has an auto shut off
of 45 minutes. Work with long-lasting
LED’s.

UCP01836

Motion Sensor Bead Chain with
Lights and Music

Ergonomic design! Our popular bead chains
have a unique design for users who can reach
through to the base. When a hand passes
over the light sensor, a red light blinks and
music plays. This provides wonderful visual
auditory and tactile experiences.

UCP01837

Interchangeable textured roller

Five different textures! Our innovative
textured rollers provide hours of sensory
awareness. Comes with five colorful textured
rollers: large and small bead chains, two
different rope textures and a soft ribbed
texture. Rollers can be easily changed with
the slip-in slip-out pin.

UCP01825

All that Glitters

Encourages reaching and swiping! Lights,
vibration, music, flying beads and glitter. For
visual, auditory and tactile awakening.

Musical Toys
UCP00351

Glitter pin with lights, vibration
and music

The Glitter pin is divided into three sections
of beads and can be easily mounted onto a
mirrored base (sold separately). Lights up as
the beads tumble, has colored lights in each
section and plays music as it gently vibrates.
Great for visual, auditory and physical
stimulation.
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UCP01839
Spinning Symphony

Fantastic classical music fun! Spinning
Symphony is a fantastic way to enhance
musical interest and engage in active
exploration, which helps to increase auditory
development and listening skills. Press any
of the bright colored instrument switches to
hear six different Mozart compositions.

UCP00344

Mini Shooting Stars

Activate by pressing on the clear top and the
stars will shoot all around while the device
lights up, plays music and vibrates. Mini
shooting stars enhances visual stimulation,
sensory awareness and auditory skills.

UCP00310

Musical Fan Switch with Lights

A great cause and effect switch! Press the
oval plate and feel, hear and see the fan turn
on. Connect your device to this switch and it
will simultaneously turn on your device.

UCP01840

Musical Snail

Make musical notes by pushing the colored
buttons. Musical Helps to increase eye hand
coordination and encourages listening skills.
It also has eight pre-recorded songs that you
can play by pressing the auto play mode,
then activating one of the buttons.

UCP01841

Ollie the Octopus

Activate your capability switch and Ollie
will play one of four classical songs. Push
your switch again for another tune. Press the
piano patch on Ollie’s leg to change
instruments. Other legs play different notes
of the selected instrument.

UCP01842

Crawl About Butterfly

Cuddly crawlers! Press the bodies of these
Crawls About or activate your capability
switch and these cute critters will scoot
across the floor and play twelve different
melodies. Great for teaching cause and effect
and for developing tactile skills.
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UCP01843

Music and Lights Caterpillar

Plays 16 songs! Activate your capability
switch and play 16 different children’s songs
while 4 colored flashing lights flash in tune
to the music. Increases auditory and
language development. Also works by
pushing the pink button on the caterpillar’s
back.

UCP00340

Musical Touch

Sounds and music are created when physical
contact is made between the players. Select
melodies, percussion or animal sounds then
tap your friend’s hand, arm etc. and a sound
is made. Great fun way to encourage
interaction with others.

UCP01844

Butterfly

Plays 18 different songs! Just hit your switch
and the multi-colored blinking lights dance
around the Butterfly while music plays.
Great for visual tracking.

UCP01834

Musical Twister

Watch a funnel form! Activate switch and
multi-colored glitter starts to twirl while
music plays. Soon the funnel of a twister
begins to form before your very eyes,
creating a fantastic visual effect. Great for
improving visual attention and for
encouraging listening skills. Comes with two
different choices for switch activation –
on/off or momentary.

Switches
UCP01845

I Pad Wireless Switch

Switch access! Control hundreds of
compatible apps on your Bluetooth-equipped
iPad, iPhone, iPod Touch, MAC, PC or
Android device. (A chart of switch
accessible apps is available free on our
website.) Choose either our one or two
switch device.

UCP1846

Glitter Gumball switch

We’ve jazzed up our most popular Gumball
Switches by adding a variety of colored
glitter to the tops. Seven different colors to
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choose from or buy all seven for your
classroom.

UCP01852
(Blue)
UCP01853
(Green)

Tactile Switch Set

Great texture! This set contains two
wonderfully textured switches – one with
vibration, one without. The slightest touch on
the upper rim or tactile dome will activate
any switch-enabled device. A wonderful
somatosensory experience.

